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Dear Parents, Guardians & Learners 

EXAMS 

This week, I am addressing our teenagers directly.  

Do you sweat, chew your pencil, and feel butterflies in your stomach as your teacher hands out an 

exam paper? A lot of people (adults included) get freaked out when it is time to take a test or write 

an exam. It is natural to feel some stress about writing exams. In fact, sometimes a little adrenaline 

is a good thing to jump-start you. Here are some tips for writing exams: 

• First, be sure you study properly. It sounds like a no-brainer, but if you are sure of the 

information, you'll have less reason to be worried. 

• Get enough sleep the night before the test. Your memory recall will be much better if you 

have had enough rest. It is a proven fact that people who get enough sleep before writing an 

exam do better than those who stayed up all night studying. 

• Listen closely to any instructions. As the teacher hands out the test, be sure you know what 

is expected of you. 

• Read the exam through first. Once you have the test paper in front of you, read over the entire 

test, checking out how long it is and all the parts that you are expected to complete. This will let 

you estimate how much time you have for each section. You are given ten minutes to do this. 

• Focus on addressing each question individually. As you take the test, if you do not know an 

answer, do not obsess over it. Instead, answer the best way you can or skip over the question 

and come back to it after you have answered the other questions. 

• Relax. Of course, you cannot get up and move around in the middle of a test, but you can wriggle 

your fingers and toes and take four or five deep breaths with your eyes closed, or picture yourself 

on a beach or some other calm place. As we all know, it can be easy to forget things we know 

well — like a locker combination. The difference is we know we'll remember our locker 

combination because we've used it hundreds of times, so we don't panic, and the combination 

number eventually comes back. During a test, if you blank out on something and start to get 

tense, it suddenly becomes much more difficult to remember. 

• Finished already? It is always a good idea to spend any extra time you may have after finishing 

your exam checking over your work. You can then add details that you may not have thought 

you would have time for. On the other hand, if you have 5 minutes until the exam ends and you 

are still writing, wind up whatever you are working on without panicking. 

 

Remember: your teachers are here to assist. ASK if you need help. 😊 
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APT  
Mrs Didem Turgut 

The function of the Curro Aurora APT is to build a strong relationship between 
parents, teachers, and management as well as to raise funds for the benefit 
of our school. We do this by arranging entertaining and enjoyable events and 
in doing so, promote school spirit and contribute to building our school 
community. We invite all our parents to become part of our school fundraising 
community.  

For more information, kindly contact Didem Turgut on 079 874 8296.      

 

BEANIES AND SCARVES 
 
Curro Aurora branded beanies and scarves are now on sale from Josie at 
main reception.  
 
The cost of beanies is R75.00 and scarves are R150.00.  
 
Please note that your school fee accounts will be debited & no cash will be 
accepted.  
 
 

 
DIVERSITY 
Mrs Geneva Schmidt 
 

The greatest gift that you can give to others is the gift of unconditional love and acceptance. - Brian 
Tracy.  
 
As the world celebrate Pride Month this June, let us observe how far 
we’ve come in the struggle for the human rights of LGBTQI+ persons 
and continue to show our support for the challenges that remain.  The 
LGBTQI+ communities around the world continue to face 
discrimination, violence, and other forms of persecution because of 
who they are and whom they love.  Everybody’s journey is individual, 
so let’s stand together and support one other.   
 
We are proudly diverse in identity but unified in our shared 
commitment to the freedom and dignity of all.  
 
Happy International Pride Month! 

 
 

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/533643?ref=acceptance-of-others
https://www.azquotes.com/author/21943-Brian_Tracy
https://www.azquotes.com/author/21943-Brian_Tracy
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DIVERSITY IN SPORTS  
Mr Ronald Maswanganye 
 
Diversity originally was referred to as race, gender, or sexual orientation, but today its meaning has 
expanded. Diversity also involves economic, educational, and generational differences. Diversity’s 
counterpart, inclusion, supports that all individuals are valuable to the organisation, not just those 
who are different. Diversity and inclusion have great value to the performance of any entity. 
 
Sports plays a huge role in promoting diversity because participating in sports in one of the best 
ways to reduce cardiovascular problems and mental health issues, increases life expectancy and 
it’s a lot of fun. 
 
But what if you do not feel confident there is a sport you can participate in, where you will be 
accepted and supported? This is something that affects people from all sorts of background due to 
prejudice around race, ethnicity, religion, disability, gender and even age, and this reduces the 
opportunities and limits diversity in sports and in society. Learning to be a team helps us to respect 
and value one another in a holistic manner such that we focus on winning so there is no room for 
prejudice where everyone has to anticipate the behavior of each teammate purely based on their 
abilities to help contribute to the winning team. 
 

 
 
Even in individual competitions, sports teach us to admire others for what they are capable of 
regardless of who we think they are; the ability to break down barriers and create relationships that 
might have never been formed in other environments. There are many reasons why diversity in 
sports is important, one might ask, “Why make the effort to make sports inclusive? Well, if you want 
your team to succeed, you need to make sure you have the biggest possible pool of talent to pick 
from! Playing sports makes people happier, helps teams deal with stress and makes society better 
for everyone. In addition, when children see people they identify with playing sports, it expands their 
horizon and instills the belief that they can be anything they want to be. Not only does sports make 
people fitter and healthier, it also reduces the strain on health and welfare service, which in turn 
helps the economy. 
 
Succeeding in sport gives people with social disadvantages the confidence to succeed in other 
areas of life; it creates a wider society, showing what’s possible when we all work together and talent 
from all walks of life has the opportunity to flourish. 
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DESIGN CORNER 
Mr Jannie Viljoen 
 
“Design thinking consists of four key elements: Defining the Problem, Creating and Considering 
Multiple Options, Refining Selected Directions, and Executing the Best Plan of Action. In education, 
design thinking empowers students to realize that they can create their own futures by borrowing 
frameworks from other areas, which allows them to design their own participation and experiences. 
In essence, design thinking prescribes a collaborative, solution-oriented approach rather than an 
individualistic, problem-oriented approach. Teachers find design thinking to be an engaging 
pedagogical approach, because in order to create new solutions, you cannot help but learn about 
people and their interests, about business or math or science or engineering.” 
https://www.teachthought.com/ 
 
Our learner focus this week is on Dhiya Ramnath – a Grade 11 learner and her Term 1 and 2 final 
product for the brief “I love Rock ‘n’ Roll”, where they could choose to create a product that is related 
to the music genre in any discipline of Design. 

This is Dhiya’s explanation: I have 
always found Gothic rock amusing. The 
Cure’s ability to mix gloomy nuances 
with dreamy love songs has always 
stood out the most to me.  
 
My interpretation of the design brief 
was to create tokens of nostalgia for 
The Cure lovers which can be easily 
placed in the comfort of one’s home. I 
aimed to create a small, simple product 
with a strong sentimental value to it.  
 

 
I created 3 jewellery holders, each one representing an album. The 
bowls are created using ceramics and paint, each containing The 
Cure’s band leader and guitarist, Robert Smith (in which his most 
prominent feature - red lips - is highlighted) and a female figure, 
representing an album. The themes, cultures and genres of the 
album correspond to the setting of the bowl as well as the colour and 
outfits of the figures. 
 
The psychedelic culture-inspired album, “The Top”, is represented in 
the “Mushroom Trinket Bowl”.  
The “Head on the door” album is represented by the “Koi Pond 
Trinket Bowl”. One of their most famous hit albums, “Disintegration”, 
is represented in the “Spider Trinket Bowl” which is inspired by their 
“Lullaby” music video. 

               

https://www.teachthought.com/
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Our designer today is South African, Thato Kgatlhanye. She founded Repurpose Schoolbags at 21.  
 
Many kids in her community had plastic bags as 
book bags, so she felt the need to change that. 
Thato saw an opportunity and decided to repurpose 
these bags, making them durable and 
environmentally friendly.   
The new school bags were designed using up-
cycled plastic bags, integrating solar technology 
and batteries to provide light for learners to study 
after dark. She has been featured on CNBC Africa 
and Forbes, won the ELLE international Impact2 
Award, and now partners with corporations like the 
MTN foundation, and PricewaterhouseCoopers.  
 
Repurpose Schoolbags plans on expanding to 

enable mass distribution and production, so as to impact more lives. 
 
Watch this short YouTube video on her work: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Setu9piMqhE 
 
 

ESSAY COMPETITION 
Mrs Mageshree Tandree 
 

Curro, together with the Ithemba Foundation, are 

pleased to announce an exciting essay competition 

(with prize money up for grabs) on HOPE for our 

Grade 6 and Grades 8 to 11 learners ‒ especially in 

the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic with its 

tremendous mental health pressures, feelings of 

isolation, loneliness and lack of social interaction – 

also among our youth.  

 

Teachers will assess the essays as part of the 

curriculum, and the best in the grades will be entered 

into the competition. We believe the essays (English 

or Afrikaans), with their content on what hope means 

to a young generation, will be inspirational reading 

matter.  

 

The deadline for the competition is Friday, 27 August 2021 and the winners will be announced on 
Friday, 24 September 2021. 
 

http://www.cnbcafrica.com/news/special-report/2015/12/08/it-began-with-a-mother%E2%80%99s-story-and-ended-with-lighting-up-the-dark-for-school-children/
https://www.bellanaija.com/2016/02/forbes-woman-africa-features-sas-top-millenials-in-new-issue-bonang-matheba-aisha-r-pandor-thato-kgatlhanye-claire-reid/
http://www.elle.co.za/thatho-kgatlhanye-awarded-elle-international-impact-2-award/
http://www.elle.co.za/thatho-kgatlhanye-awarded-elle-international-impact-2-award/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Setu9piMqhE
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SERVICE 
MADIBA DAY- Jar of Hope! (Wednesday, 21 July 2021) 
 
For Mandela Day this year, we ask you to help us feed a family and Share a Jar of Hope!  
Hot 91.9 FM will support Curro Aurora in getting the jars to those in need.  

 
Ingredients: 

• half a cup of rice 

• half a cup of soup mix 

• half a cup of lentils 

• one unwrapped stock cube 

• one packet of instant soup powder 

One of these jars can feed up to four individuals or provide multiple 
meals to one person. All that needs to be added is hot water (roughly 
2 ½ litres of water), and the mixture needs to be stirred continuously 
for approximately 45 minutes.  

A jar like this is a healthy, nutritious and sustainable meal, especially 
in the winter. While this may not seem like much to us during this time 
of lockdown, something as simple as a little jar of hope can change 
the world of someone who was wondering where their next meal 
would come from. 

Please use 67 minutes of your time on Saturday, 18 July, to make a Jar of Hope.  

Jars can be dropped off at school on Monday, 20 July and Tuesday 21 July at one of the entrance 
gates or at any of the exam venues. 

 

ALLAN GRAY ENTREPRENEURSHIP CHALLENGE 
Mrs Donne Valkenburg 
 
It is with great pleasure that we share Pooja Chunnilall’s achievement with you: 
 

Pooja is in Grade 9 and entered the 2021 Allan Gray Entrepreneurship 
Challenge along with: 
447 teachers, 223 NGOs, 52 Government institutions, 1093 Entrepreneurs 
and 2326 Gauteng participants who all signed up.  
 
The challenge is open to all and is a fast, easy and fun way to gain hardcore 
business skills. It is a fully digital learning programme drawing on concepts 
from disciplines as rigorous as Economics, and Management, to 
Accountancy and Technology. It is also highly beneficial to learners 
undertaking courses in languages, since it aims to also introduce learners 
to professional communication in a formal business context, thus preparing 
learners for the workplace. 
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You do not need to know anything about business, accounting, marketing or economics. Everything 
that you need to learn is provided for in the game itself. Just bring: 

• A passion to make money through clever tactics and strategies in the business game. 

• A hunger to learn about how business works, and to quickly develop powerful skills in a short 

space of time. 

• A growing need to be independent AND wealthy. 

• A curiosity about your future. 

Pooja was ranked 26th of 7535 total participants nationwide. Congratulations to Pooja on an 
outstanding performance. Her future is certainly looking bright! 

 
CULTURE 
Mrs Saskia Snyders 
 
Curro Create is proud to introduce AMP (Advanced Mentorship Programme) – a prestigious, 
first-of-its-kind individualised mentorship programme for select Curro Create learners. This 
programme will greatly benefit our creative learners and we will need our school’s support to make 
the programme a success. AMP will challenge learners to expand their mastery of certain aspects 
of their chosen creative field and is completely tailored according to the young creative’s skills, needs 
and level of mastery. The mentors will be professional artists who work in the learner’s field of 
interest. 
 
A learner cannot apply to be part of the programme. The only way to be selected is to take part 
in Curro Create’s Curro Arts Superhero (CAS) project, or in any of Curro Create’s other 
creative projects. A mentor-adjudicator, or creative collaborator, in any of the Curro Create projects 
will identify learners with an exceptional creative sense or talent to take part in AMP. The AMP panel 
will decide on the final list of young creatives who will be selected to follow this programme.  
 
Selection for the programme will start on 1 June 2021 and the candidates will announced on 31 
June 2021. 
 
The learner and their parents will be expected to sign an agreement with Curro Create, focusing on 
the deliverables in terms of the programme and timeline. At the end of this programme, the resulting 
work could be displayed, recorded and/or exhibited to a wider audience.  
 
Please note that the programme will run for the remainder of the school year (Terms 3 and 4) and 
comes at no cost to the young creative, parents or school. 
 
We look forward to the incredible opportunity that will be provided to Curro learners through this 
initiative. 
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SPORT 
Mr Adrian Ferreira 
 
We are exceedingly proud to share the accomplishments and roles of our MIC Hockey, Mrs Nadia 
van Biljon with you: 
 

 
 
 

WEARING A MASK TO SCHOOL 
Mrs SJ Olivier 

 
 A mask MUST be worn at all times.  Remember that your cloth 
mask must have a minimum of two layers. You may not re-use 
a single use mask.  
 
Always wear your mask correctly! The mask must cover your 
nose and your mouth and fit snugly over the bridge of your nose 
and against the sides of your face.  
Before you put your mask on, wash or sanitise your hands 
properly. Remember that you must wear your mask when you 
arrive at the school gate to have your temperature checked and 
recorded.  

Avoid touching your mask while you are wearing it and wash your mask after every use.  
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CONTACT DETAILS OF SCHOOL MANAGEMENT AND GRADE HEADS:  
 
 

Receptionist 
Cindy Duma Cindy.D3@curro.co.za 

 

Head of High School Dion Kotze 
 

Dion.K@curro.co.za 
 

FET Phase Head Sarah-Jane Olivier 
 

Sarah-Jane.O01@curro.co.za 

Snr Phase Head Donne Valkenburg 
 

Donne.V1@curro.co.za 

Head of Sport Adrian Ferreira Adrian.F@curroholdings.co.za 
 

Head of Culture Saskia Snyders Saskia.S@curro.co.za 
 

 
Grade 12 Heads 

Judy Beeston Judy.B@curroholdings.co.za 
 

Anita Bornman 
 

Anita.B@curro.co.za 

 
Grade 11 Heads 

Janine Tobin Janine.T@curro.co.za 
 

Geneva Schmidt 
 

Geneva.G1@curro.co.za 

 
Grade 10 Heads 

Kelsey Gallon  Kelsey.G2@curro.co.za 
 

Loutjie de Wet Loutjie.D@curro.co.za 

 
Grade 9 Heads 

Kyla Hayter Kyla.H@curro.co.za 

Warrick Hammond Warrick.H@curro.co.za 

 
Grade 8 Heads 

Hayley Dawson Hayley.D2@curro.co.za 

Craig Hourquebie Craig.H2@curro.co.za 

 

We wish you and your loved ones continued health – please keep safe. 
 

 
 
 
Yours in education, 
 
Dion Kotze 
Head of High School 
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